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SR-based General Hydroponics sold
Scotts subsidiary acquires
nutrient maker popular
with indoor gardeners
By KEVIN McCALLUM
THE PRESS DEM O C RAT

A subsidiary of fertilizer giant
Scotts Miracle-Gro announced a
deal Thursday to acquire General Hydroponics, a homegrown
Sonoma County company that
has become a major international supplier of liquid nutri-

ents used to grow food, flowers
and indoor marijuana.
Hawthorne Gardening Co.,
which was created by Scotts last
fall to focus on indoor and urban
gardening products, said it was
buying Santa Rosa-based General
Hydroponics and its sister company in Marysville, Bio-Organic
Solutions, which sells organic
soils and other gardening supplies under the Vermicrop brand.
Financial terms were not disclosed.
Plant scientist Larry Brooke,
a proponent of medical mari-

juana, founded General Hydroponics more than 35 years ago
in Sebastopol and grew it into
a company with worldwide distribution and manufacturing
plants in Santa Rosa, West Virginia and France. His son-inlaw, Ross Haley, has run General Hydroponics and Bio-Organic
Solutions since 2011.
“I wasn’t looking to make the
company to sell it,” Brooke said
Thursday afternoon from Florida, where the two men were vacationing with their families. “I
was making a company to serve

the world and my need to be
part of something that was fun.”
While he acknowledged the
medical marijuana industry
uses his company’s products,
he said it has never been the
company’s focus. Rather, he
said his lifelong goal has been to
perfect ways to grow food more
efficiently on a planet whose
resources are strained by an exploding population.
“However large a cannabis market may be, a fruit market is exponentially larger,” Brooke said.
It’s possible the trend toward

Embattled Sonoma Developmental Center, facing calls for closure,
unveils crisis unit designed to serve those in severe psychological, emotional distress

Filling evolving needs

legalization of marijuana could
actually reduce the demand
for the company’s products as
growers move outdoors, Brooke
said.
Hawthorne didn’t see value
in any one particular hydroponic crop, but rather in the trend
of more people looking to grow
their own food, particularly in
space-constrained urban environments, spokeswoman Kimberly Chisholm said.
“We are not uniformly looking
at one industry and saying we’re
TURN TO HYDROPONICS, PAGE A4

Iran
agrees to
nuclear
outline
Sanctions would be lifted if
nation abides by limits set
in deal with world powers
By CAROL MORELLO
WA S HI NG T O N P O S T
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READY TO HELP: Brad Backstrom, supervising psychologist at Sonoma Developmental Center and program manager for the center’s new crisis home, said his
staff has undergone rigorous training in easing tense situations with clients. “I’m really confident we’re going to be successful re-stabilizing people,” he said.
By DEREK MOORE
TH E P R E SS DE M OC R AT

T

NEW QUARTERS: A single-occupancy intake room at Northern
STAR, the new crisis center at the developmental center meant to
quickly treat people and return them to outside care providers.
ONLINE: For a photo gallery, go to pressdemocrat.com

he Sonoma Developmental
Center, which is fighting to
remain open amid criticism
that care offered at the 124-yearold facility is substandard and too
expensive to maintain, this week
debuted a new crisis home where a
modern design is meant to complement what officials touted as
cutting-edge treatment protocols.
The dining area inside “Northern
STAR” includes wine art on the
walls and a completely remodeled
kitchen where clients will be encouraged to cook their own meals.
One of the two recreation rooms
has a large TV, roomy couches and

an arcade-style basketball game.
A sign above the washer and dryer
reads: “This home has endless love
& laundry.”
The homey touches complement
what center officials described
during a media tour this week as
a less-restrictive way of treating
people who are suffering severe
psychological and emotional
distress, on top of lifelong physical
and mental disabilities.
On the whole, Northern STAR,
which will accept its first client
next week, and a similar facility
opening at Fairview Developmental
Center in Orange County represent visible examples of change
at the facilities, which are battling

LAUSANNE, Switzerland —
Iran agreed in principle to accept
significant restrictions on its
nuclear facilities for at least a decade and submit to international
inspections under a framework
deal announced Thursday after
months of contentious negotiations with the United States and
other world powers.
In return, international sanctions that have battered Iran’s
economy would be lifted in
phases if it meets its commitments, meaning it could take a
year or less for relief from the
penalties to kick in.
The framework agreement, a
milestone in negotiations that
began 12 years ago, is not a final
deal. But it creates parameters
for three more months of negotiations over technical details
and some matters that remain
unresolved. Any one of those issues could doom a comprehensive agreement. Among them is
the pace at which sanctions will
be suspended.
“The political understanding with details that we have
reached is a solid foundation
for the good deal we are seeking,” said Secretary of State
John Kerry, his voice sounding
hoarse after an all-night negotiation session.
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MASSACRE IN KENYA:

State scrutinizes electric-vehicle rebates
With fifth of incentive cash going to
purchasers of Teslas costing $71,000
and up, lawmaker proposes price cap
By MICHAEL B. MAROIS
BLOOM B E RG N E W S

SACRAMENTO — California’s incentives
to purchase electric vehicles are under attack, as data shows most of the money goes
to consumers who earn twice the national
average yet collect cash rebates on Tesla
Motors’s luxury models.
“It’s hard for the average Californian to
understand why someone buying a $100,000

car should get a rebate,” said state Sen. Ted
Gaines, a Republican who has proposed
eliminating rebates on cars that cost more
than $40,000. “That’s the same question I
posed to myself, and it was hard to justify.”
With almost a fifth of California payments
applied to Tesla vehicles priced higher than
$71,000, its regulators also are drafting rules
to ration incentives based on income. While
the state accounts for 40 percent of the U.S.
plug-in market and has doled out more incentive cash than any other, such rebates
are being scrutinized from Washington to
Georgia.
The incentives are intended to rid the
roads of gas-guzzling vehicles that spew
TURN TO REBATES, PAGE A5
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Electric cars charge up in Sacramento in
February. California has doled out more
purchase incentives than any other state.
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